Baskin Clarke Priest presents The Federal Budget
Unpacked: the essential webinar for SMEs

With a challenging economic landscape upon us, the upcoming Federal Budget will be one of the most important we will most likely ever experience.

The gravitas of the upcoming Budget has encouraged Sydney accounting firm, Baskin Clarke Priest, to present The Federal Budget Unpacked, a free
webinar supporting business owners and operators, to help them break down the Federal Budget and what it means for individual tax payers and
businesses across Australia.

This webinar will be presented by:
Vanessa Priest: Tax Director at Baskin Clarke Priest, ATO COVID-19 Stimulus & Member Support Committee Member, The Tax Institute NSW State
Council Member;Kirsty McDonnell: fellow Tax Director at Baskin Clarke Priest;With special guest Dr Isaac Gross, Economics Lecturer at Monash
University & Media Commentator & Contributor to The Conversation.
According to Vanessa, “Facing the highest budget deficit since World War II, this Federal Budget will unveil the Government’s plan to pull the nation
out of its first recession in nearly 30 years.”

Preliminary insights indicate that there will be initiatives around temporary loss carry back rules, changes to FBT for small business (with further
exemptions and concessions), the expansion of start up concessions, as well as other tax cuts and superannuation reform measures.

Vanessa adds; “We have also had 2 announcements from the Treasurer regarding some FBT changes and an expansion of access to small business
concessions. Additionally, there has been press coverage about the Budget potentially introducing some loss carry back concessions, which NZ had
announced back in May of this year.“

This special event will deliver a comprehensive and practical webinar where the hosts delve into the details of the Budget and explore how these
measures will affect individual tax payers and businesses, so all relevant parties know how to move forward this financial year and beyond.

Event Details:
The Webinar: The Federal Budget Unpacked
When: Wednesday 7 October
Time: 12pm-1.30pm AEST
Where: Comfort Of Your Own PC
Cost: Free
Register here: https://bit.ly/3jlWJZe

END

About Baskin Clarke Priest
Baskin Clarke Priest first opened its doors in June 1985 and our first two clients are still with us. Since then, the team has grown from 2 to 35 people,
and has in recent years grown its specialist tax consultancy expertise with Vanessa Priest and Kirsty McDonnell joining from Deloitte. At Baskin Clarke
Priest we listen, we talk, we care and we aim to give value, because your journey is our journey.
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